
Dear parents, family and friends of today's grads –  
 
Your years of worry and joy,  
reminding and celebrating,  
helping with homework and delivering forgotten lunches  
have paid off.  
 
This is a very impressive group of young adults in front of us today. 
 
Dear staff of Lawrence Park –  
on behalf of everyone here let me express  
our heartfelt thanks for the kindness and support  
that you have given your students,  
the special relationships that you've built with them.   
 
You have nourished their souls  
and their minds.  
We and they are in your debt. 
 
And dear grads –  
congratulations and well done.   
 
Along the way,  
you have been helped by family and teachers,  
and you have supported each other,  
but this journey has been yours –  
 
it has been your work and skill and effort  
that has brought you to this milestone,  
and your ability to face your fears and overcome them.   
 
You have earned the right to feel proud. 
 
 
 
But now I have a question to ask you.   
Could you please close your eyes for a moment,  
and think of a singer that you really like.   
In your mind's eye, see him or her.   
Hear your favourite song.   
Feel the singer's personality. 



 
I'm pretty sure that you're thinking about  
someone who is attractive  
possibly extremely sexy,  
someone who has a great voice, and  
a dynamic charismatic personality. 
 
Now, I want you to think of Bob Dylan.   
Not particularly good looking,  
not a great voice, and  
to my mind at least,  
not an ounce of charisma.   
 
So the question is  
How did Bob Dylan become a super-star singer?   
 
Dylan took an unusual route to success –  
He relied on the power of his words,  
not the sound of his voice,  
to reach his listeners and affect them deeply.   
 
Relying of his honesty and sincerity 
rather than his looks, 
to change the lives of his fans and  
the attitudes of a whole generation. 
 
All very well and good,  
you are probably saying to yourselves –  
but why am I talking about Bob Dylan at your graduation? 
 
The reason is that Dylan's success  
carries a profound message  
 
There are many paths to success.   
 
Certainly some paths are easier  
and better trod than others.   
 
But Dylan proves that there are many paths,  
that with commitment and hard work and sincerity 
with effort and courage and skill  



you can carve your own path to reach your goals. 
 
Dylan embraced his need to share his words,  
and he found a way to do it,  
despite the odds against him.   
 
And then, at the height of his fame as a folk singer,  
he risked it all –  
he gave up the acoustic folk music and  
started playing electric rock.   
 
His most loyal fans called him traitor,  
he got hate mail and death threats. 
But he needed to be true to himself.   
This took great courage,  
and in the end his honesty and sincerity won out. 
 
 
Over the next few years,  
you'll be making many big decisions,  
some people will tell you that you won't reach your goals,  
others will tell you that the only route open to you is the usual route. 
 
When this happens,  
think of Bob Dylan.   
Reach into yourself and learn  
what is your core desire.   
 
Look for ways to pursue your goals that others can’t see. 
And have the courage to change direction  
as you learn more about yourself. 
 
'Cause if Dylan can have a  
60 year career as a singer 
and earn a Nobel prize –  
anything is possible. 
 


